GeoVision V8.3.4 Release Notes

New:

• Support for Sanyo IP cameras: VCC-HD2500P, VCC-HD4600 and VCC-HD5600P
• Support for Hikvision IP camera: DS-2CD852MF-E
• Automatic video snapshots triggered by input devices

Fixed:

• **Main System**
  - Issue of recording suspense that occurred when GV-4008 Card detected abnormal video signals
  - Incorrect recording frames with "Limit Video Frame Rate" function enabled
  - Problem of resuming the set screen divisions after a pop-up view in "Quad Spot Monitor Controller" function
  - Several minor issues with "Fast Backup and Restore (FBR)" function
  - Issue of using multiple IP cameras in a low-bandwidth or Internet environment
  - Problem of "Live-View Key Frame Only" function that could not start recording when motion was detected
  - Issue of recording triggered by motion detection from IP devices

• **Remote Applications**
  - Live-image problem from IP devices on the WebCam Server that occurred when dual streams of different video sizes and codecs as well as "Hardware-Compressed Data FIFO" function were applied
  - Connection speed issue of V8.3.3 MultiView when the connection was lower to 512 Kbps
Improved:

- Support for more Vivotek IP cameras: PZ7111, IP8160 and IP7361
- Support for more Arecont IP cameras: 5155DN, AV3155DN, AV2110DN and AV1310DN
- Support for more ACTi IP camera: ACM-5811